Cornwallis occupation - challenge to authority

Picture by Phil Gutteridge.

If there are secret files kept by the university, they are going to be under scrutiny. Against anything the student occupation might find, there should be no victimisation of individuals who have been part of the movement. That doesn't mean the university would not have a copy of the files. All the students would be under scrutiny and all the other student representatives had to agree with that.

The question is, what is the legalization of the movement. Is it a process that is specific and above criticism. The tendency is to criticise on certain regulations. Over them, the stenot has officially been confirmed, the pressure to start because the student occupation would not accept on those points.

The question can be asked in what kind of language is the student occupation. The question is if the movement is flat, and the students are critical. In effect both public opinion and the student occupation turned quite a different kind of coverage on the authorities.
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Reg Race - councillor?

AMONG the few Labour candidates in the City Council elections were two members of the university. Reg Race is a Keynesian and John Fullerton, a student in mathematics. At a Press conference in Keynes in April, they outlined their programmes.

Reg Race emphasized the need of rehousing on the outlying housing estates, for instance the question of shops, clinics and child-care playgrounds. Mr. I. G. H. Fuller announced that he, too, would rehouse, and that school-housing, in particular, was finding it increasingly difficult to meet the demand for qualified teachers.

They are consequently asking fee of J. 25 to £5 in East Kent for employment.

Russell' likely

IT IS now probable that College "D" will be named Russell Col- leges. As the Senate meeting, when Beckett was not accepted the question was referred back to the Interim Committee for further consideration. There was considerable support for Russell, who had died the day before.

The Interim Committee held an opinion poll for staff and students. The first choice was as follows: Undergraduate for Beckett, 148; for Russell, 36; for Beckett, 81. The total was 233 for Beckett and 129 for Russell, with 29 for the latter.

At the meeting, the Senate was not prepared to accept the recommendation of the Interim Committee. The Senate has now been asked to consider the matter again.

Eleven at 'meeting'

AT THE Humanities Liaison Committee elec- tions, last Wednesday, 11 seats were to be filled. Four nominations were declared for the first-year humanities students. This was sup- posed to be a small meeting, for 60 people. However, the students elected two first-year repre- sentatives.

It was scheduled to take place the day earlier, but out of the GUM and union publicity was non-existent. As the committee was to have a meeting of constitution, three were the only official repre- sentative.

Ford puts its graduates in the driving seat

You have spent the last 17 or 20 years of your life in the process of "learning." We do not believe that the process stops now, and we feel sure that you agree with us. We do believe, however, that it is time you had a chance to put your knowledge to the test. So, your options include: 1. Continue your education, 2. Start a business. Ford offers you an alternative - to try Ford. In fact, Ford is now looking for a thousand new graduates, who will be trained in management, engineering, and business planning. If you are interested in this opportunity, please contact your Ford Recruitment Office or write to:

Graduate Recruitment Officer, Room 1177
Ford Motor Company Ltd., Wellesley, Bromley, Essex.

From January 1st, 1979, the Ford Motor Co. Ltd. has revised its initial starting salary to at least £1,727 (13.4.20 after six months)
DEFENCE OF BAXTER

I find myself in the strange position of writing to you, Mr. D. L. Baxter, the headmaster of the William Ellis School from some of the junior and one-coed concerns of the school, who, as you probably know, is the father of my son. I am writing to you because I feel the need to protest against the recent actions of Mr. D. L. Baxter.

I am not sure if you are aware, but my son, who is currently a student at the William Ellis School, has been placed on a deferred list for the upcoming academic year. This decision, as I understand it, was made by Mr. D. L. Baxter, the headmaster of the school, and I believe that this action is unjustified and inappropriate.

My son, like many other students at the William Ellis School, has been working hard to maintain his academic performance. He has been involved in various extracurricular activities and has shown a strong commitment to his studies. I feel that Mr. D. L. Baxter's decision to place my son on the deferred list is not based on any substantial grounds and is simply a reflection of his bias against students who are perceived to be different from the norm.

I would like to suggest that you consider the following points:

1. My son has been a consistent performer in his studies and has consistently achieved good grades. He has also shown a strong commitment to his extracurricular activities, which he believes are an integral part of his education.
2. He has been involved in various community service projects and has shown a strong sense of responsibility and leadership.
3. He has been involved in various sports and has shown a strong commitment to his physical well-being.

I would like to request that you reconsider your decision and that you allow my son to continue his education at the William Ellis School. I believe that this is in the best interest of my son and in the best interest of the school.

I look forward to hearing from you.

Yours sincerely,

[Your Name]
Use or misuse of action

Richard Sharpe

All in the introduction I think it is necessary to make it clear that the two sides face the university authorities.

In the world of today, the universities have become one of the only areas of education free from the major conflicts that face schools of commerce and the universities.

Further attempts to streamline courses to exclude "non-useful" subjects like classics are resisted by the universities because the demands on the students to take courses that lead to employment are increasing.

Alternatively, the students are faced with the demand for more courses that lead to employment, and the administration is faced with the demand for more courses that lead to employment.

Finally, the demand for higher education for manpower is led to the establishment of technological universities.

Economics has largely been developed in the universities and parallels the demand for more courses that lead to employment.

The universities now face the need to produce a labour force for the post-Keynesian economy and the demand for more courses that lead to employment.

"University should become increasingly aware of the demands of the economy and it should adapt itself accordingly.

However, in their conflict with students, the university authorities and administrators can no longer be defined as enemies.

The university authorities are now increasingly aware of the demands of the economy and they are adapting themselves accordingly.

Taking this particular case nobody underlines modern capitalism and employer to want political action.

It is a financial liability which the Ford Motor Company also would like to do without.

The loyalty of students has become increasingly suspect in the last few years in the light of public demands made by them for changes in university curricula.

And so it would be helpful for employers to get some information from the university authorities on their position in the world.

As it is more important for students to understand the issues from the conflict, I will not spend much time discussing it.

The academic backwoodsmen will accept the peace with a certain amount of reservation, particularly if they see no strong discipline or measures and if the present student leadership is not discredited.

The lesson here is that this is an area where such hostility is not stepped up to the highest level and the position and the political implications will be clear until the end of the term.

The hard-line academic backwoodsmen will accept the peace with a certain amount of reservation, particularly if they see no strong discipline or measures and if the present student leadership is not discredited.

Continued from previous column

"moderate" academicians will see the whole thing as a realignment of their position of a minority, and open conflicts with the university through the committee structure.

The hard-line academicians will accept the peace with a certain amount of reservation, particularly if they see no strong discipline or measures and if the present student leadership is not discredited.

The lesson here is that this is an area where such hostility is not stepped up to the highest level and the position and the political implications will be clear until the end of the term.

The hard-line academicians will accept the peace with a certain amount of reservation, particularly if they see no strong discipline or measures and if the present student leadership is not discredited.

Continued from next column

University action

I do not think that the university remains passive when it affects students, nor do I believe that the university's action is functionally satisfactorily if time and energy must be spent dealing with situations of the kind we have.

The university's only role is to reduce the degree of student participation in violent means, or by making participation feasible, possible, by announcing that those who take part in violent actions of this kind will be subject to action or examination.

Dan Taylor

I regard the occupation of the university and the fighting of private files as an attack upon the good staff / student relations which existed in this university, as an attack upon my collegial bonds with myself and as an attack upon academic freedom by those who with an exaggerated sense of self importance are more interested in universal policies than in local problems.

continued
**GULBENKIAN critics will be silenced for this week at least for the English Board of Studies have replied to the cries of "enough of this avant garde rubbish!" and "Let's have more classical revival!" with a play from that well-known underground playwright Will Shakespeare. No dark dismal tragedy for their choice either — instead a light-hearted look at life in rural setting — "As you like it," which should appeal to even the most rabid "La Mama" haters.

**Production** Wise Messers. Hattiaway and Poakey have kept the convention to the point. With the stark set and an excellent use of project painted background in their draughtsmanship I believe it should be comparable — but effective — modern emblems of Shakespeare were kept to a minimum. With the sumptuous costumes and properties of the OCS, we were led gently by the hand into the Forest of Arden for nothing more pretentious than an evening of theatrical entertainment, with perhaps — few telling signs at the pastoral convention here and there.

I must confess to a personal bias against the play itself, in consequence of seeing it from a spring opportunity in the excellent production of Drury Lane, but it still needs skilled directors if it is to be realized in a way that the full beauty of the play can be brought out.

**Final** For there was one other way in which the production was necessarily a success. At a time when there is an increasing number of students in the University it is by no means certain that staff and students will always be able to make the most of the opportunities. This production proves, however, that with good direction and performance the work can form an admirable introduction to Shakespeare and his world.

**PHIL PARTRIDGE**

---

**DESPITE** all the hazardous circumstances which threatened to prevent it — snow, Her Majesty's highways, thieves, worthy sitz-ins, and wayward the visual effects on which they were dependent — the principal Edward Magic Theatre eventually pressed on the movement into the Gulbenkian, a technically good environment for their show. The performance of Puffin and Fafnir was not quite what they had expected, but perhaps it is a pity that they had not had time to work out a new set of songs and the show was a wash-out.

**THE** Principal Edward, unlike the professionals, were not quite sure of the use of the atmosphere from Keynes J.C.R., but still gave their most excellent performance. Perhaps this is why they had not had time to work out a new set of songs and the show was a wash-out.

**PHIL PARTRIDGE**

---

**Imagination & Control**

---

**The guitar work was in Spry, the rhythm was simple and Bob Dylan, and the words were familiar — "Blowin' in the wind" and "Like a Rolling Stone" — but the vocals were clear and contained with the same kind of style and rhythm as the electric blues. The keyboard player was a powerful presence, and the drummer drummed with style and precision. The band was a harmonious unit, and the whole effect was very satisfying. The harmonies were tight and the arrangements were well thought out.

**ANDY SPROXTON**

---

**THE Dukes in the forest of Arden.**

---

**Rich variety of talent erupts in Keynes**

---

**The present art exhibition competition in Keynes has manifested itself in a new wave of creativity and energy. The exhibits have been exhibited by a number of students who have responded to the exhibition's theme of "Imagination & Control."**

---

**THE** Dukes in the forest of Arden.
CHIEF Superintendent Mills of the Canterbury police force had no reason to believe that there was drug taking to any extent (at UKC) we would take appropriate action and stop all drugs to any extent is illegal, so what exactly is the all drugs to any extent is illegal, so what exactly is the all drugs to any extent is illegal, so what exactly is the

At any university in this country you can be pretty sure that there will be some taking of drugs. UKC is no exception. We are a university of two thousand students and we are reasonably close to London where drugs are most easily available. There is a drug squad stationed at Canterbury which deals with the East Kent area. Detective Superintendent Darnell, head of the squad said in an interview that he spends 50 per cent of his time in the coastal towns. He gave as the reason for this that he was "after the pushers and not the users". He did not consider this university to be an important factor in his investigations against illegal drug-taking. UKC is a small and self-contained community. He felt that if there were any professional "pushers" at work in the university they would be able to hear of it very quickly and would then act. Until this occurred its time would be better occupied in places such as Dover and Folkestone.

The police were more concerned with the problem of drug taking by students of schools. University student drug taking is one thing, school students drug taking is another. Schoolboys were given in explanation by professional pushers that they could get hooked through ignorance or through being in part of a group where the casual pressure of the herd would push them towards the drug. The distinction between hard and soft drugs are not so clear in young drug users. A responsible attitude to drugs comes with age and experience, precisely what school children lack. Therefore, it was relatively more important to prevent exploitation of minors than to spend time dealing with student drug-takers.

The drugs concerned were largely cannabis and LSD. With cannabis the effects are mainly physical as well as psychological and the effects are generally of a mild nature. Effects range from a general feeling of well-being and increased self-confidence, to a state of relaxation and a general lack of anxiety. LSD is more difficult to quantify. Effects of LSD range from mild to severe. At the lower end mild effects are things such as a feeling of well-being and a general increase in self-confidence. The higher end effects are things such as hallucinations, visual and auditory hallucinations, paranoid ideation, and paranoia.

What others say about Fuss!

"Fuss is a great magazine — with a friendly touch!" - Jack Straw, President NUS

"Fuss is a super production" - Oxford Student Union

"Fuss is an effective weapon in the hands of a professional journalist to which a large number of me would love to subscribe to this which I have seen comes from Fuss is a super production!" - Mike Lucas

"Fuss is impressive because of its variety of articles. It is a very useful publication" - St. Aocs, Registrar

"I wonder whether more universities and colleges could come under Fuss which is not a Staff Gazette and not a Student magazine" - Mike Lucas, Director/Manager

Fuss is clearly a Forum for Students and Staff

SEND IN LETTERS AND CONTRIBUTING AS SOON AS POSSIBLE AND NOT LATER THAN APRIL 7TH TO EDITOR, FUSC, ROOM 20, UNIVERSITY FARM.
Support for Kenyan Asians

ON Saturday March 10th a demonstration demanding that all U.K. citizens whatever colour and origin should be allowed in to the U.K. whenever they so desire, was held in the premises of the Kenyan Asians in London. The march, which started off about one hundred strong from the university increased to between 200 and 250 when it reached John Gardens, where it was held.

Would you buy a second-hand university from this man?

AFTER the publication of "Reasonable Doubts," InCantico came into the possession of the following document.
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The strange demise
of the soccer club

More power to
the boat club

THE university Boat Club will be entering "Poetry" for the next Regatta season. This decision has been taken because of the recent surge in our rowers' enthusiasm and because of the success we have had in the past few years. The crew have been working hard and are determined to put up a good show.

The boat club has been very active in recent years, hosting several regattas and competitions. The rowers have been training intensively, and their dedication has paid off. The club has received various awards and has been praised for its performances.

However, the club is not without its problems. There have been issues with funding and equipment, which have posed challenges. Nevertheless, the club has managed to overcome these obstacles and continues to thrive.

The crew is eager to prove themselves in the upcoming season, and they are looking forward to the prospect of competing against other teams. The club is confident in its ability to perform well and is committed to achieving success.

The crew is grateful to all those who have supported and encouraged them throughout the years. Their dedication and hard work have been the driving force behind their success.

The club is excited about the upcoming season and is determined to make it a memorable one. The crew is looking forward to the challenges that lie ahead and is committed to giving their best in every training session and competition.

The club would like to extend their gratitude to all those who have contributed to their success. They are grateful for the support and encouragement they have received from their families, friends, and the university. The club is committed to continuing their hard work and dedication to achieve the best results possible.